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Abstract 

Emergent Ether: Investigating Healing Spaces in the lower Rio Grande 

Valley 

Sierra Rae Salazar, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

Supervisor:  Rachel Gonzalez-Martin 

This thesis will theorize what healing looks like within a community and open 

with a comparison of two differing medical practices in south Texas, Weslaco Medical 

Clinic and Yerberia de Santa Muerte. From here, connections between physical realities 

and ritual practices are examined as Santa Muerte’s immaterial presence is analyzed as a 

powerful presence in the Yerberia de Santa Muerte’s shop. In the third chapter, I will 

investigate what it means to be an “acceptable” cultural icon and speak to the highly 

gendered power dynamics that each deity possesses within Mexican-American culture. 

By weaving these experiences and discussions together, I aim to discuss the shadowy 

figure of the cyborg curandera, a complex construction of a physical manifestation of the 

curandera’s body as it meshes and transmutes cultural knowledges and exchanges 

expected from a Mexican-American folk healer.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
I am cybruja. 

My porcelain tooth, my ancestral herbs, the pharmaceuticals that quiet my 

anxious mind. My body lies between the crossroads as it climbs the stairs to the specialty 

clinic, my fingers pressed firmly against the labradorite worry stone that I was given by a 

curandera. As a south Texas native residing in the homelands of mi compañera Gloria 

Anzaldúa, I type this thesis into existence to address the manifestations and 

transmutations that can exist within medical spaces. Particularly, I conjure the spirit of 

Donna Haraway’s monstrous cyborg to fuse with the mestiza of Anzaldúan theory in 

order to render a bleeding hybrid beast with the ability to navigate medical realms and 

spiritual borderlands efficiently/effortlessly.  

At the time of this writing, I am a practicing apprentice in curanderismo as well as 

a continuing academic scholar. I have lived much of my life in the lower Rio Grande 

Valley surrounded by the whispered stories of community curanderas caring for the 

families that call on their knowledges. To this day my mother works as a registered nurse 

and has always willingly divulged her textbooks to me or answered my questions without 

hesitation.  I lived in a world of backyard herbal remedies and Kaplan prescription 

medication drug guidebooks. This nexus existed within the gaps between worlds of the 

cyborg and mestiza – both accounted for and theorized mutations with hopeful 

formations, but neither addressed what potential they had within medical spaces.  
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Chapter 1: Constellations of Care 
“To live in the Borderlands 
                You must live sin fronteras 
 be a crossroads.” 
  - G. Anzaldúa, Borderlands 
 
Along the Crossroads of Healing/Care 

 I stood beside the central nurses’ station in Weslaco Medical Clinic as the office 

manager introduced me to her staff for my first day of observations. I tightened my 

ponytail and gave a brief introduction into what I was researching for my writings – the 

interactions between communities and curanderismo in various medical spaces. As the 

word “curanderismo” escaped my lips, immediate interest and recognition dawned 

among the medical assistants and staff members gathered around. They asked, “Are you a 

curandera? Do you know any?” and began excitedly sharing stories of their encounters 

with neighborhood healers that helped them in various ways through-out their lives. The 

figure of the curandera struck an intimately familiar chord within the memories and 

hearts of the personnel that appears all too commonly when it comes to narratives within 

Mexican-American culture.  

 As I reflect on this exchange of stories and questions, I cannot help but feel the 

shifting of the nurses’ station as a zone of contact between two worlds – the curandera’s 

memory from the mouths of the staff and the four walls of the biomedical clinic. In 

approaching the topic of medical spaces and concepts of care, a vested interest in the 

overlapping of worlds was predominately sparked by my personal encounter with a 
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curandera who changed the course of my studies and life. My mother fell ill to an 

unknown sickness and rapidly lost weight in a short span of a few months. I questioned 

the validity, authority, and power of Western medical doctors as they continuously turned 

my ailing mother away due to our lack of insurance. A chance encounter with a curandera 

who waived all fees associated with treating my mother set us on the right track towards 

my mother’s healing and taking her life back from the brink of death; how was it that the 

availability of an insurance payment option was all that stood in the way to receiving life-

saving medical attention?  

 The stories the staff members shared all carried one central theme – the curandera 

cared deeply for their concerns and offered something that the medical clinic itself could 

not openly provide – all-inclusive support system as well as flexibility with payments. 

The move to comfort and cater the business specifically to each individual patient 

resulted in them feeling complete and welcome within the space of the curandera’s 

botanical shop and eased their worries about the illness that lay at hand. Though the 

Western biomedical clinics that they had visited all their lives held a symbolic authority, 

the presence of the curandera prevailed through changing times and remained a viable 

option for lower income members of the community or those who felt uncomfortable 

with the bureaucratic methods employed by the Western clinics. The lower Rio Grande 

Valley is itself a hybrid contact zone that connects two cultural bodies surrounding the 

physical place of the United States/Mexico border line as well as the immaterial spaces 

that contain the knowledges, stories, and intangible codes that manifest through the 

interactions of the bodies that inhabit both zones. 
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I take you on this journey—exploring the subliminal and subtle nuances that 

surround a few everyday buildings we may have once visited a time or two in the past. 

Eventually, the need for medical care arises, and my interest in the research of the duality 

between Western and Cultural medical approaches drove my desire to follow in the 

footsteps of so many before me, all the way to the doorstep of the curandera’s shop and a 

family owned clinic. This thesis will review two spaces from the lower Rio Grande 

Valley – Weslaco Medical Clinic and Yerberia de Santa Muerte. I will compare and 

contrast these spaces based on their exterior landscapes and window advertisements 

primarily. I theorize that both shops do not compete with one another and are not at odds, 

but instead are creating an environment where each is necessary for the overall good of 

the community. The curandera and the clinicians need not be anxious of the other’s 

presence as they both have carved a space in the overall sphere of medical care to cater to 

individuals who may be in need of both types of care.  

For the purposes of my master’s thesis, I will incorporate a system that I refer to 

as a “constellation of care” map that would geographically chart where curandero 

practices and medical care facilities lie in relation to one another as well as to the county 

as a whole. From here, I have zoomed in on the two clinics I have stated as a whole and 

continue their analysis, and then narrow the focus even further to the two curandero 

practices situated side by side to one another and analyze the respect of saintly space and 

the disruption of the narrative that the mother and daughter produce. Commonly, it is 

thought that if tutored by a family member the relative will choose the same saint to pray 

under, but this is not the case. My analysis would seek to theorize what healing looks like 
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to each of these women and how their patron saints alter how they approach their 

practices of care. Finally, from this I wish to record Esparanza the curandera’s narrative 

as she practices under Santa Muerte alongside an analysis of a series of events that 

occurred three years ago revolving around the placement and destruction over a statue of 

the saint in a San Benito cemetery. By weaving these experiences and discussions 

together, I aim to discuss the shadowy figure of the cyborg curandera, a complex 

construction of a physical manifestation of the curandera’s body as it meshes and 

transmutes cultural knowledges and exchanges expected from a Mexican-American folk 

healer.  

To begin, a definition of curanderismo is required before one proceeds any 

further. Curanderismo derives from the Spanish verb “curar” which translates to the act 

of healing; it is primarily a Mexican American folk healing system that combines the 

spiritual and physical realm by relying on the use of remedios (remedies created from 

herbal sources), rituals, prayers, and community consultation/support in order to provide 

a comprehensive health care plan for the patron requesting service. For the purposes of 

the topic, I will specifically focus on the Mexican- American system of curanderismo as 

it stands today in South Texas as this is the figure that is most commonly referred to 

when visiting south Texas. The curandero is defined as “a healer who is part of a 

historical and culturally important system of healthcare… [the term] is reserved for a 

person whose main profession and full time work is as a healer, who sees more than five 

patients a day… the curandero is highly accessible...the patient does not need to be 
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covered by Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, or Kaiser to have access.”1 Typically a 

curandero practices within their homes or located at sites called yerberias, which are 

botanical stores containing various spiritual wares for sale, as well as consultation and 

ritual spaces for those seeking treatment.  

When researching medical spaces and epistemologies, I discovered a common 

thread linking many articles to one another - in a handful, traditional knowledges were 

situated against, rather than alongside, modern Western approaches to medicine. In the 

changing times many hospitals were choosing to privilege certain types of knowledges 

over others, with little regard to cultural traditions and the historical backgrounds of their 

surrounding communities. According to Rachel E. Spector, “With few exceptions, they 

(health care providers) typically adhere rigidly to the Western system of health care 

delivery...they do not publicly sanction any methods of protection or healing other than 

scientifically proven ones.”2 Some members of the community report feeling disoriented 

and uncomfortable in the lobby of a hospital or clinic that is not properly trained in the 

community’s cultural belief system. If an individual seeks out a provider that they feel is 

“speaking another language” and does not understand their background, then that space 

becomes tinged with a negative sentiment. Healthcare is a two-way translation between 

the individual experiencing an illness and the provider attempting to alleviate it. Before 

this transaction may proceed, however, the patron must first decide to enter the space, 

                                                
1 Trotter, Robert T, and Juan Antonio Chavira. Curanderismo: Mexican American Folk Healing. University 
of Georgia Press, 2011. 
2 Spector, Rachel E. "Cultural diversity in health and illness." Journal of Transcultural Nursing 13.3 
(2002): 197-199. 
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and the storefront or lobby provides the individual with their first impressions of how this 

experience may go.  

Imaginative Encounters  

The first observation of a medical establishment in the lower Rio Grande Valley 

was at Weslaco Medical Clinic which is located at 906 S Bridge Ave, Weslaco, TX 

78596. This location sits to the west of a grouping of smaller medical spaces located in 

Weslaco as seen in Figure 1. The clinic is run by a Pedro J. Penalo who currently 

operates another medical clinic in Mercedes in addition to this location. The Weslaco 

location is staffed by a group of 5 certified medical assistants, two receptionists, and three 

family nurse practitioners who all rotate and treat their patients with proficiency and 

understanding. Situated alongside an open neighborhood, this clinic’s status as a well 

known and loved symbol of the community created an ideal opening to investigate the 

various exchanges that occurred within a few days of approved observation and 

shadowing beneath the watchful eye of Chris, one of the three family nurse practitioners 

that enjoyed interacting with visiting students.  

During one of my visits, a patient came into the clinic as a follow up to her 

diabetic care plan. Her vitals had just been taken by the medical assistants on duty and we 

walked into the examination room to conduct the routine assessment. After a few 

moments of briefly running through pleasantries, Chris brought up the fact that the 

patient had lost 5 pounds from their last visit a month ago and praised their efforts as it 

had also lowered levels in other vitals that the practitioner had been concerned about. 

Without a moment’s hesitation, the patient (who I will refer to as Felicia from now on) 
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dropped her voice and asked Chris if she could confide in them her secret. From her 

black leather purse, she pulled out a pill canister the size of a soda can and handed it to 

Chris.  

From my position behind Chris, I heard him ask what it was he was looking at. 

Felicia smiled widely and said it was an herbal supplement she purchased from “el otro 

lado” or the other side – meaning from across the border in Mexico. She explained it was 

a supplemental pill version of the moringa plant native to tropical areas that is used 

widely as a medicine to help alleviate various illnesses3. Felicia said she had heard from a 

friend that they were told by a curandera to take moringa pills to help with their diabetes 

and weight management issues and felt that this could help her as well. Chris examined 

the bottle as Felicia hastily credited her ingestion of the supplement to her recent weight 

loss and stabilization of her blood sugar levels.  She reminded Chris that for months she 

hadn’t made any progress on her vitals or her weight loss despite her strict adherence to 

their prescribed exercise and dietary plan, and since she started the pill she’s dropped 

pounds and has felt much more motivated and energetic.  

This encounter overlapped two different circles of healthcare by inserting the use 

of an herbal supplement prescribed by a curandera to a friend directly into the clinician’s 

exam room. Felicia was primarily concerned with whether or not her physician Chris 

would chastise her for adding this to her routine, but instead they simply continued to 

congratulate their progress and continued on with the exam. When it was over and done 

with, Felicia had mentioned she put her daughters on the pills as well (with Chris’s 

                                                
3 Therapeutic Research Faculty, WebMD. “MORINGA.” http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-
supplements/ingredientmono-1242-moringa.aspx?activeingredientid=1242. 12 April 2017 
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approval). Chris privately explained to me that it was common that patients would go 

“over there” to get supplements that they’d heard were effective from some reliable 

source, usually family, and that as long as they weren’t negatively impacting any other 

medications the clinic staff felt it was safe for them to continue ingesting them.  

From here, I drove my car nine minutes up Expressway 83 and parked along C 

street as I prepared to investigate my second stop, Yerberia de Santa Muerte. This shop is 

just one of the many yerberia botanicas situated in the lower Rio Grande Valley that 

specialize in the commercial sale of religious paraphernalia, remedias, and service 

consultations with the curandera/owner of the shop. Once here, I noted the busy street 

that this shop was located along - Harrison is one of the most used roads in town as it is a 

strip that allows passengers to arrive at the two area high schools (both located at 

opposite ends of it) and to the popular mall and movie theater. This street is also located 

only half a mile from the city’s historic Jackson Avenue, home to a newly revived and 

thriving scene popular for its daytime thrifting and night-time music. The shop appeared 

quite simple from the outside and was situated within a plaza that rented out its spaces to 

another curandera next door and a bar that had been closed down. I recorded my audio 

just a few feet away from the main entrance, between the doors of the two curandera’s 

shops. The foot traffic here was much slower - a total of five people appeared within a 

span of sixty minutes while the Weslaco clinic boasted a total of 15 clients within sixty 

minutes.  

Comparing Care, Interpreting Symbols 
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I detail each encounter in order to invoke a mental image in the audience’s minds 

to mimic the sensation of a first impression. By mentally transporting the reader to these 

streetscapes and allowing them to view these storefronts second hand I wish to breathe 

life into the analysis I weave henceforth.  

The exterior landscapes of each space differed greatly in terms of location and 

overall physical size. Yerberia de Santa Muerte (henceforth, Yerberia) situated itself 

within the walls of an aging strip mall and glossed its windows with community events, 

independent sales representatives’ contact information (Herbalife and Essential Oils 

dealers primarily), and hand written operating hours signs that served to give an estimate 

of what times the doors would be open to the public. Weslaco Medical Clinic’s exterior 

mimicked the surrounding medical environment by imitating a standard hospital exterior 

with a medium sized parking lot for its clientele, whereas Yerberia’s parking restricted 

individuals to parallel parking alongside the building as it lacked any designated parking.  

Externally, Weslaco’sstorefront primarily operated to instill a sense of professional care 

and pleasing landscaping in order to best attract continuing clients while also 

differentiating it from the surrounding neighborhood with the name of the clinic and 

overseeing doctor Penalo’s name emblazoned up above the doorway. In contrast, the 

Yerberia could potentially only be located by those who have been referred or those 

curious as to what the “CARD READING” or “LIMPIAS” inscription on the front 

window meant as they drove past the strip mall. In regards to the medical district of 

Harlingen, it lay farther away from the cluster of private practices and yet was able to 

sustain a steady stream of clientele from the surrounding community. Typically, clients 
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were drawn to the Yerberia’s door by catching sight of the neighboring curandera’s 

signage anchored above the doorway that read “YERBERIA DE SANTO NIÑO DE 

ATOCHA” as the Yerberia de Santa Muerte did not have any external marketing. 

By looking to the symbols and writings painted on the exterior of each space, the 

interpretations of what type of healthcare is situated within the doors appears in mind. As 

Weslaco Medical Clinic appears far more typical of medical suites across the Valley, the 

routine of care that is expected within the walls comes with a preconceived script – one 

enters, checks in to their appointment, waits in the lobby for a certain amount of time, is 

examined by a nurse or doctor on staff, given a prescription to follow (either 

pharmaceutical or otherwise), and is expected to pay in full by the end of the visit. In 

regards to the Yerberia, the curandera’s personal attitudes regarding payment lean 

towards being a little more open with negotiations and payment plans. The exterior of the 

store is not as rigid or formal nor is it replicated and associated with strict care plans. 

Most clients of curanderas report being at home within the Yerberia and having a strong 

sense of connection and communion with the curandera working on their ailments. There 

is trust and empathy built between them that allows for a flexible relationship with 

payments. On the other hand, Western doctors, although friendly, reportedly don’t spend 

time engaging with their clients on a personal level. The transaction is anticipated to be 

clear and forward – doctor prescribes, advises, or refers, and the client pays. 

Translating Windows, Seeking Audiences 

The physical locations and streetscapes portrayed two differing pictures of healing 

space in the Valley; whereas one sought to communicate a “sanitized” and welcoming 
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space with ample room for vehicles nearby to other minute clinics, Yerberia’s weathered 

and aging storefront was easy to dismiss and communicated its services with only one 

simple phrase – LIMPIAS Y TRABAJOS (cleansings and work).  Suppose you are 

wandering unnamed streets and stumble upon the door situated in Figure 5. LIMPIAS Y 

TRABAJOS adhered upon a simple door with no clear symbol nearby would not translate 

coherently unless there lay a connection in your memory that communicated the meaning 

of these words and tied them to an experience correlating to a curandera’s practice as you 

rolled the phrase over in mind. In this instance, I argue that you’ve encountered Tsing’s 

worlding theory4 and are grappling with a concept foreign to your senses by aligning it 

with something previously encountered. Tsing argues that this view is an attempt at re-

imagining rigid views of worlds by opening them to fluid analysis through allowing this 

type of construction: “[w]orldings are attempts to grasp the contour of a situation, to find 

its figures, but they do not describe what is actually happening . . . to be useful, worlding 

must retain its place between analyst and unfamiliar material.”5 In this scenario you are 

that analyst encountering a world of windows translating different messages to various 

audiences - the act of a cleansing is not what is depicted in the storefront window or upon 

the door, therefore it is not what is actually happening. Change the encounter as you 

instead discover Weslaco Medical Clinic’s signage - the words contain the arrangement 

clinic which, combined with the overall physical exterior, allows you to figure its 

function as a medical care facility. This is presuming that you have previously visited any 

                                                
4 Tsing, Anna. "Or, Can Actor–Network Theory Experiment With Holism?." Experiments in holism: 
Theory and practice in contemporary anthropology (2010): 47. 
5 Tsing, Anna. "Or, Can Actor–Network Theory Experiment With Holism?." Experiments in holism: 
Theory and practice in contemporary anthropology (2010): 47. 
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sort of hospital or minute care clinic, and thus the function of the overall exterior and 

signage have succeeded in their duty.  

In the scenarios above, the landscapes of each site have connected with an 

individual’s previous experiences and allowed them to estimate the function of the 

buildings from that moment on. By understanding the function of each space, now the 

goal is to decode the need for care as currently needed. Though each human has roughly 

the same biological needs when it comes to illness, how they approach their health care is 

purely a cultural and social construction: “[t]he interpretation of disease and illness, 

which includes health-belief systems and rehabilitation procedures is bound to culture. 

Culture teaches the individual to interpret pain in terms that are meaningful to him as an 

individual and as a member of a group.”6  An individual’s first experience with 

encountering how to manage pain commonly stems from their family unit - the decisions 

regarding type of care received are generally governed by a cultural interpretation of the 

ailment as well as the ease of access to medical care.  

With yerberias typically being situated in the curanderas homes in most 

neighborhoods, care may be received the same day by simply crossing the house’s 

threshold. Weslaco Medical Clinic, to date, is currently able to operate on an appointment 

basis only with little room for walk-ins. Though the clinic does try to accommodate the 

community by understanding their client’s financial backgrounds and offers sliding scale 

payment options in addition to insurance based payments, needing to schedule an 

appointment in advance may sometimes not be feasible if a patient has a sudden onset of 

                                                
6 Trotter, Robert T, and Juan Antonio Chavira. Curanderismo: Mexican American Folk Healing. University 
of Georgia Press, 2011. 
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symptoms. In this case, at home treatments or a visit to a curandera may be in order. 

Treatments for minor ailments such as nausea and low appetite are generally given in 

herbal mixtures and offered to the client at a low cost (ranging from 2$ to 20$) and offer 

a source of immediate relief.   

Each space functioned to serve its community by offering care for various 

medical illnesses. Whereas the interior of Weslaco Medical led to multiple internal exam 

rooms, the Yerberia was comprised of one large waiting room split by a shelving unit that 

housed the shop’s merchandise, a smaller back room where the consultations and 

readings were held, and one even smaller outside area that served as the ritual space. The 

Yerberia’s space was significantly smaller than that of its larger cousin Weslaco Medical 

Clinic and relied solely on the owner’s stamina to operate. Often, the shop would close if 

Esparanza (the owner of this shop) felt exhausted from handling patients with particularly 

emotionally/spiritually intense energies. This sort of practice would be unheard of at 

Weslaco Medical Clinic, which operates daily from 8:00am to 4:30PM-6:00pm 

(depending on the day in question) with no maximum quotas, multiple physicians, and 

other help on hand for each consultation.  

The Cyborg Curandera  

Sara Spurgeon’s work on the Cyborg Coyote inspired the beastly figure of the 

technological cyborg curandera that emerges as a theoretical monstrosity able to 

transgress borders just as the coyote trickster of Spurgeon’s article is able to. Spurgeon’s 

creation sparks conversation between Anzaldúa and Haraway by looking to the trickster 

as a mythical figure stripped of evil intentions. It is a shapeshifter that crosses the 
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boundaries of human and animal at will, inhabiting the glory of the margins.7 Anzaldúa’s 

Borderlands work speaks on the beauty of hybrid tongues as they relate the important 

aspects of daily life in south Texas but fail to address healthcare and spirituality 

adequately. Donna Haraway’s cyborg presents itself as a being ripe with possibilities and 

its technological imaginings allow for the creation of a body that utilizes both 

spiritual/cultural healthcare treatments while still applying pharmaceutical intervetions 

from the biomedical world. This figure, the cyborg curandera, combines the ripe 

hybridity envisioned by Anzaldúa and Haraway’s cyborg to habitate the medical 

landscapes of south Texas. 

The cultural epistemologies spoken and performed by curanderas are passed down 

through the generations to those who are believed to be touched with el don (the gift) to 

heal through saintly interventions. In this manner, the curandero combines ancestral 

spirituality with today’s pharmaceuticals and modernized medical apparatuses. This 

curandero cyborg surpasses the limitations of the flesh by combining the technological 

advances of today’s medical realm with the herbal remedias and verbal incantations of 

the Mexican-American culture. To situate this cyborg within the walls of the yerberia 

then initiates the birth of a subconscious hybrid zone that entangles its practitioners in the 

usage of both spheres of knowledges. Donna Haraway’s Manifesto initially described the 

cyborg as a monstrous “hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as 

                                                
7 Spurgeon, Sara Lee. "The Cyborg Coyote: Generating Theory in the Borderlands." Southwestern 
American Literature 34, no. 2 (2009): 9-29. 
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well as a creature of fiction”, the being that breaks ground between dualisms and 

transgresses boundaries much like the coyote of ancient folktales.8 

Internally, there in an ongoing translation at work to reconfigure and refashion the 

old techniques with the routines prescribed by doctors that clients may have sought prior 

to their encounter with the curandera. In times before, parteras or midwives were utilized 

heavily in rural communities for their roles in attending to the mother-to-be’s needs 

during one of her most vulnerable moments - the birth of the child. Parteras were 

typically a community curandera or those trained by them to carry out the procedure 

properly. Today, parteras are used far less frequently with the availability of hospitals 

and care closer than before, but there is literature that describes the ongoing relationships 

between gynecologic practitioners and these traditional parteras that seek to formally 

certify, educate, and increase the visibility of these knowledges.9 By looking to this, the 

value of these women is acknowledged as they are a source of aid that can reach rural 

areas and migrant workers that are unable to be admitted to hospitals due to their 

financial situations, inability to communicate effectively with the medical staff, or 

general anxieties brought on by the encounter. These connections serve to bridge gaps 

and create veins to the heart of the hybrid monster lying between the medical 

borderlands. In the next chapter, we will look to further examine the ways in which the 

cyborg curandera acts as a conduit between the immaterial and material realm as they 

perform their rituals and cleansings. 
                                                
8 Haraway, Donna. A manifesto for cyborgs: Science, technology, and socialist feminism in the 1980s. 
Center for Social Research and Education, 1985. 
9 Ortiz, Felina Mychelle. "History of Midwifery in New Mexico: Partnership Between Curandera-parteras 
and the New Mexico Department of Health." Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health 50.5 (2005): 411-
417. 
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Active Translation, Embodied Semiotics 

In the book Living translation in US Chinese medicine by Sonya Pritzker, the 

author delves into physical conversations and interactions that detail the obstacles one 

faces when encountering a foreign culture and attempting to translate its medical practice 

over to Western medical school curricula. Pritzker describes the model of co-construction 

and living translation as an ideal system for attempting to mesh the cultural with the 

medical world. “The critical role that interaction plays in living translation is grounded in 

a sociolinguistic and anthropological understanding of interaction and co-construction as 

the social process by which meaning is jointly formulated...Meaning here is produced in 

interaction.”10 To drive this back to the two sites I have previously described, we will 

engage in the interactions one has with the space’s physical storefronts.  

To enter either space requires no immediate cultural awareness or knowledge in 

order to participate in the activities each provides for its clients. Though a certain level of 

Spanish language comprehension is preferred, these days most curanderos will ask if the 

individual understands Spanish prior to any consultation. During the card readings or 

rituals, curanderos will typically switch between English and Spanish phrases, doing their 

best to translate for the benefit of the patron. Reflecting this, most clinics prefer their 

practitioners to acquire a basic level of Spanish comprehension in order to best assist 

their community but fall short on educating them in the cultural backgrounds of their 

location, in this case the predominantly Mexican American culture of the lower Rio 

Grande Valley. To access the Yerberia requires no prior cultural awareness, only a 

                                                
10 Pritzker, Sonya E. "Living translation in US Chinese medicine." Language in Society 41.03 (2012): 343-
363. 
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willingness to listen and participate in the activities (in the assumption that to arrive at the 

shop meant a successful understanding of the message on the window was conducted or 

the individual was referred to the site by a trusted source.) 

I argue that entering the spaces requires an active and embodied mode of 

translating the new worlding one has arrived at. This active translation binds the 

practitioner and patron to one another, each requiring the other in order to produce any 

number of results.  In order for the process to succeed the patron must have decoded the 

messages displayed in each storefront coherently and the initial evaluation of the site 

should have created an atmosphere of invitation to this medical sphere. To participate in 

the oral and physical exchange within both spheres requires a charitable act of translation 

that minimizes the distortions between cultures and languages. “As a result, if our aim is 

to understand the speaker as she or he wishes to be understood, then we modify our own 

language assumptions in the direction of a speaker's own as, in the course of 

conversation, we realize that the two are divergent-that the semantic way the other uses 

‘hippopotamus’ is the way we use ‘orange’. . . in other words, we negotiate charitably.”11  

As an example, if a Weslaco Medical Center practitioner wishes to speak to an 

individual that originates from a strong belief system residing in folk medicine, the flow 

of the conversation must then modify to best accommodate these beliefs between the 

worlds, minimizing the amount of distortions in order to best arrive at a positive outcome. 

The same process can be constructed in the Yerberia’s walls—the curandero must direct 

their language and translate the methods they employ to bring the patron into the process 

                                                
11 Povinelli, Elizabeth A. "Radical worlds: the anthropology of incommensurability and inconceivability." 
Annual Review of Anthropology (2001): 319-334. 
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with minor disruptions. Though Pritzker applies this towards Chinese-American medical 

translations by giving an example of how difficult the process of translating “rheum” into 

the Chinese language with minimal distortions while also keeping the meaning of the 

word in tact as best as possible, I apply their theory towards curanderismo in order to 

understand how illnesses or symptoms within the Mexican American culture translate 

into Western medical fields. The experiences by both communities vary greatly, but by 

using Pritzker’s work and applying it towards curanderismo, the importance of the 

education of both medical practitioners and the challenging nature of maintaining the 

heart of the matter presents itself.  

By drawing on this act of embodied and living translation, both spaces are similar 

in their approaches to interacting with their clientele. Elizabeth Povinelli describes the act 

of altering one’s public form to best fit into the space they desire to temporarily inhabit 

by assessing the degree of “pleasure and harm varying types of people face breaking 

frame-of having the wrong body, or wrong form of a body, or wrong attitude about that 

formed body in a (informed) formed world.”12 To enter both spaces may initially alter the 

individual’s persona slightly to accommodate the space they’ve chosen to visit. This 

accommodation takes into account the semiotic signals and conversational cues given off 

by the exterior and initial first impressions the client has internalized.  

Refocusing this accommodation tactic back towards how it impacts medical 

spaces and their interactions with the community, we have covered that the storefront 

                                                
12 Povinelli, Elizabeth A. "Radical worlds: the anthropology of incommensurability and inconceivability." 
Annual Review of Anthropology (2001): 319-334. 
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displays work to advertise their services to the public in very different ways. An 

individual behaves differently when entering the Yerberia compared to Weslaco Medical.   

Constellations of Care 

 Clicking into Google Maps, I type “medical clinics in Weslaco, TX” and watch as 

dozens of red dots populate my screen. Erasing my previous inquiry, I then type 

“yerberias in Weslaco, TX” and watch as the computer thinks for a moment before 

populating my screen with four red dots across the entirety of south Texas. Figure 1 

shows these queries and is what I will use to elaborate on the concept of constellations of 

care mapping. By using this concept, I am able to discuss the concept of digital spheres 

and mapping and how this practice affects the clientele of each space. 

 When first gazing upon the little red specks on my screen, I noticed how similar 

the screen looked to my collection of star maps and constellation charts on the wall above 

my desk in my study. These maps were used to connect each star in relation to one 

another and created guides for sailors and scientists in the past to help explain or draw 

narratives to understand the unexplainable in the world around them. Looking at the 

medical sites symbolized by the red dots, I considered how closely these sites were to 

each other and how they congregated around certain hubs in Weslaco, TX. Clicking to 

the next screengrab that showed the four yerberias, it’s no help to guide individuals to the 

proper care if they are unable to browse and locate different curanderas in the region.  

 Considering how convenient and commonplace it is to simply Google Map a 

location (or browse locations listed after typing a query into the search bar), the survival 

of yerberias who do not translate themselves into the digital sphere remains surprising. 
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Word of mouth still prevails as one of the top venues of information transmission, but 

oftentimes it fails in providing reliable location info that would guide patrons to the 

correct address. Looking at Figure 1 again, you’ll notice that the Yerberia de Santa 

Muerte is not one symbolized by the four red dots, but the botanica owned by the 

Esparanza’s mother is – the Yerberia de Santo Nino de Atocha. Later in the next chapter, 

I will discuss how the survival of Esparanza’s shop sometimes relies on the customers 

who come looking for her mother’s shop and find Santa Muerte’s instead.  

 By using the concept of constellations of care, I show how the use of technology 

has impacted each clinical care site. Biomedical clinics often create websites and 

Facebook pages in order to attract more customers based on the reviewing/star system 

that allows users to comment their experiences and provides contact information to web 

guests searching for recommendations regarding healthcare needs. As technologically 

geared as the present and future are heading, cyberspace presence is becoming even more 

necessary to maintain steady flows of revenue and foot traffic. Though, in apparent 

contrast to this, botanicas appear to be surviving off conversational traffic alone – with 

some drawbacks. Incorporating the term constellations of care recalls cartographic 

practices that have guided people for centuries and introduces these works into 

cyberspace as a guideline for people to find appropriate medical spaces that suite their 

needs.  

Heart of the Hybrid, Concluding Remarks 

 Throughout this paper, I have sought to impart visions of a beast between the 

borderlands as its apparitional flesh and veins draw life from the interactions and 
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structures already set in place between the worlds of Weslaco Medical Clinic and the 

Yerberia de Santa Muerte. This beast feeds off various exchanges between client and 

practitioner, a living testament to the cyborgian translations taking place in each site’s 

daily routine. Though one may not be able to physically render this seething presence13 

for some time, I seek to analyze the foundations of the two clinical sites to best 

understand the hybrid zones mentioned before. To bring light to the analysis of 

storefronts would then in turn hypothetically illuminate the hidden experiences of the 

community as it operates around medical care. By documenting the evidence of 

experience14 and responding to the historical foundations of each practice, we may then 

map where the pathways then lead; histories cannot exist without the foundations of 

experience to construct a system of culture and society that each patron may then operate 

alongside.  

For further analysis to be successful, I anticipate interviewing medical 

professionals and care clinicians in both practices as well as patrons participating in each 

sphere’s practice. The methodology I will be utilizing will be a combination of oral 

narratives and ethnographic research on the landscapes of the lower Rio Grande Valley. 

As stated before, I had previously recorded sonic soundscapes to add dimension to my 

writing’s visual portraiture and intend to dissect the sounds associated with each clinic. 

Though there are considerable differences between worlds, I see that there are a number 

of likenesses that each site employs that do not signal a competitive nature with one 

                                                
13 Gordon, Avery F. Ghostly matters: Haunting and the sociological imagination. U of Minnesota Press, 
2008. 
14 Scott, Joan W. "The evidence of experience." Critical inquiry 17.4 (1991): 773-797. 
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another. In some instances, curanderos will refer their patients to a proper medical care 

facility if they feel there is a true risk of further health degradation and are open to 

reinterpreting their methodologies of care to accommodate pharmaceutical needs and 

prescribed dietary routines; yet, the reciprocal effect of doctors referring patients to 

spiritual practice sites such as yerberias is not occurring as often.   

To seek the hybrid heart one must first encounter the foundational flesh. Beneath 

the skin, holding the system together lie the ivory bones of the ancestral spirits and the 

methodological muscles, unified in the goal of maintaining action and motion. The 

sanguine fluid community flows to and from each facility of care and offer life giving 

nurturance that sustains each through the generations. To argue that the clinics compete 

and are at odds with one another disrupts the harmony that is required in order for this 

body to participate in the world. 

 In further research, this construction encompasses the emotional affect of each 

sphere and how one addresses/attributes authority to each practitioner. I elaborate on 

Doreen Massey’s power geometrics and space analysis regarding the authoritative affect 

of each site and seek to enrich my literature in terms of analyzing authoritarian figures. 

Beyond this, Anzaldúa’s works in identity development and borderland consciousness 

would assist in dissecting the blurred boundaries of both sites. To situate the space I 

would discuss the actors that inhabit each and carefully reconstruct the use of window 

spaces as well as merchandise and how these items affect the sites as a whole (e.g., how 

medical apparatuses and saint candles change the way one views the overall facility.) 
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Our choices regarding medical treatment are important decisions that impact how we 

view healthcare overall. A negative space can lead to avoidance of hospitals or doctor’s 

offices entirely, and this type of behavior has a lasting effect on an individual’s physical 

and mental health. The decisions one makes may also later be replicated by a sibling or 

child being raised by that person, which will then in turn affect them. My analysis of both 

spaces has revealed two different types of care situated in the RGV - the clinic offered 

lower income families a chance to receive medical help at the cost of potentially being 

placed on a waiting list for entry, and the Yerberia provided a traditional healing option 

for those who sought it out. By choosing to interview and record oral narratives, I hope to 

flesh out a map of the community as it revolves around both worlds of healing, and seek a 

middle ground developing between the two. 
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Chapter 2: Sensing the Saint(s) Linking Spirits, Space, and Flesh 
The first time I encountered the question of spiritual borderlands happened 

entirely by accident. I was carrying a vase of colored roses from the local grocer to Santo 

Nino’s shop and my foot caught on a stone outside both doorways. I stumbled, the vase 

tore out of my hands, and splintered on the concrete directly between the two spaces. 

Facing the two, I gave a minute’s pause to my predicament – though my intention had 

been to hand deliver the flowers to Santo Nino, some lay scattered on Santa Muerte’s 

“side” and thus it felt wrong to ignore her quiet presence. As I bent to collect the stems 

from the accident, my mind began generating the various “borders” that I had 

encountered within the walls of these two shops; there was the physical divisions (the 

walls), the thresholds that separated consultations from the waiting area, and the unnamed 

boundaries that separated each altar from one another.   

 Just as the first chapter opened with the comparisons of two very different 

medical care zones in the lower Rio Grande Valley and their uses of storefront displays, I 

continue this train of thought by looking to the literal cement that connects the two 

yerberias. The sidewalk in-between the herbal shops served as a nepantla, a zone of open 

transitional grounds between the spiritual centers of practice. Taking Anzaldúa’s theory 

of the nepantla as a “a Nahualt word for the space between two bodies of water, the space 

between two worlds”, my mind projects these mental images upon the two shops as 

islands within the sea of concrete sidewalks.15 The fractured remnants of the vase lay 

                                                
15 Anzaldúa, Gloria. "Border arte : Nepantla, el lugar de la frontera." In La Frontera = The border: art about 
the Mexico/United States border experience. San Diego, CA : Centro Cultural de la Raza : The Museum of 
Contemporary Art, San Diego, 1993.  
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scattered about the grounds at my feet creating a sense of meaningful absence, a symbol 

harking back to Anzaldúa’s Coyolxauhqui state of fragmentalization.16 Though there are 

physical borders that create divisions between areas of exchange and waiting, the floor of 

the shop seamlessly connects each zone to one another. By looking to the floor as an 

extension of the nepantla zone from outside the shop we are then able to mentally enter 

the Yerberia de Santa Muerte and examine how the shop’s interior houses and situates 

exchanges within its walls.  

 To speak on this journey, I would like to focus attention to the yerberia de Santa 

Muerte and theorize the use of the shop as a space for the exchange of commodities – 

both material and not. In the previous chapter, an analysis of the physical storefronts and 

how bodies interacted within the walls of each healthcare site (Weslaco and Yerberia de 

Santa Muerte) was the primary focus. Here, I will conceptualize the use of space within 

the botanica in order to discuss the recreations of intangible borders and how this affects 

the operations of the shop. From a public place analysis, we will migrate to the intimate 

use of space as it surrounds the curandera’s spiritually charged altar and the divisions 

found within the shop between the waiting area and the ritual/consultation room as well 

as the implications of the immateriality of the saint herself.   

Locating the Shop 

In writing this chapter, I recall a game that I had learned while playing in school 

one day. The directions were as follows: go to any home or building you knew well, close 

                                                
16 Anzaldua, Gloria. "Let Us Be the Healing of the Wound." The Gloria Anzaldúa Reader, 01, 2009, 303-
17. doi:10.1215/9780822391272-045. 
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your eyes, and wander the pathways carefully. They said that if you “saw” anyone as you 

made your rounds, that “person” was a ghost and the space was haunted. I recall this 

memory as I begin to draw a map of the Yerberia de Santa Muerte by shutting my eyes 

and projecting my “body” within its walls. I mentally walk the paths that appear the 

quickest in my mind and immediately I see the spirit – La Santa Muerte, sitting on her 

altare with a cigarette in bony hand. My eyes pop open, and I am back in my study 

contemplating the moment of her haunting. I see the map my fingers have sketched out 

during my mental exercise, clean it up, and use it now in order to situate my knowledge 

and experience.  

 The sounds of cars and disembodied voices carries through the front door of the 

shop that typically sits open to the public during business hours. You must be careful, 

though, to choose the correct door – if you recall, this yerberia is unique in that it sits 

right next door to another botanical shop run by the owner’s mother. So before you enter, 

you must select the door that reads “YERBERIA” in plain script. The other will have a 

large yellow sign above it that proclaims “YERBERIA DE SANTO NINO DE 

ATOCHA” for the world to see. Situating two botancias side by side increases the 

amount of recognition and increases the chances of patrons finding the Yerberia de Santa 

Muerte as often customers come seeking help from Santo Nino’s shop and are put off by 

the long waiting times. Economically, opening the younger shop beside the well-known 

botanica is a wonderful idea. If one were to Google “yerberias” around the lower Rio 

Grande Valley, Santa Muerte’s shop appears nowhere on the web while Santo Nino’s is 
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quite well known in the digital sphere (even going so far as having its own personal 

Facebook page.)  

 Once you have arrived and stepped inside the Yerberia de Santa Muerte, the first 

thing you will see is a sagging brown couch to the right that is pressed closely to the wall 

that the shops both share. This is a relatively thin wall that will enable you to sometimes 

hear the traffic and works that flow from the other side. To the left, you’ll see a small 

metal framed shelf with a modest amount of veladoras (religious candles) for sale and 

just beyond that you will see the first signifier of the saint that runs the shop. The saint 

guards the open door that would lead guests to the consultation (consulta) room after 

they’ve been summoned by the curandera to come on back. Her statue clearly marks the 

separation between waiting area and active practice – her scythe cuts the space as guests 

pass through the doorway to receive services. 

 I visualize Santa Muerte’s physical statue as the separation between spaces and 

her immaterial form (as incorporeal saint) as a unifying presence between practitioner 

and patron within the shop. Santa Muerte’s presence is symbolic here in that it marks a 

threshold that the client must pass in order to receive the services or consultations that are 

requested from the curandera. Utilizing her statue as a marker holds dual meaning – as 

mentioned before, the flooring continues seamlessly into both rooms and is only 

interrupted by her looming figure. So not only is she a physical symbol, she is also a 

spiritual one in that once the client has passed through they have now entered the ritual 

space that she commands(unsure of this wording) as this is where her largest altar is 

located. This is an important distinction to be made due to the intermingling of the public 
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and intimate as one is set to reveal the private details of their lives in to a seemingly 

public platform that lies within an intimate consultation space in order to seek solutions 

to various problems.  All of these exchanges occur only as soon as the patron passes by 

Santa Muerte’s statue. 

 In imagining this space as site of exchange, Katherine McKittrick’s works on the 

sites of planation burial grounds and auction block space transformations particularly 

informed the process of inscribing the haunting of past geographies to the present.  

“The interlocking workings of human worth, race, and space demonstrate the 

ways the uninhabitable still holds currency in the present and continues to 

organize contemporary geographic arrangements. The (colonial)-not sure if this 

word is central) enactment of geographic knowledge mapped “a normal way of 

life” through measuring different degrees of humanness and attaching different 

versions of the human to different places.”17 

Considering this quote, we can reimagine the botanica space as a geographical 

arrangement that maps both the un-inhabitable (the immaterial space that spiritual 

workings and Santa Muerte occupy) as well as the “human” or material grounds that are 

influenced by the curandera. McKittrick uses the concept of the un-inhabitable to discuss 

spaces that are both located and “nowhere” simultaneously by engaging with European 

expansion towards landmasses that were named as “nowhere” and inhabited by “no one” 

due to racial tensions and ideologies; by applying this concept towards the botanica, I am 

                                                
17 McKittrick, Katherine. 2013. Plantation futures. Small Axe 17 (3): 1-15. 
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able to then discuss the ways in which the rooms, though seemingly empty at times, may 

be haunted by the Saint that presides over the space, in this case, Santa Muerte.  

 Following this train of thought, McKittrick moves on to speak on how the 

“nonexistent” was then given a set of rules or guidelines that measured different degrees 

of humanness and attached the human to different places. With this, we then see the 

second half of the equation – if Santa Muerte’s position in the immaterial space cannot be 

described as human, then the curandera’s ability to channel her presence or feel her 

influence transforms this into the material or human plane. McKittrick’s book, Demonic 

Grounds holds a vast array of incredibly productive work on imaginings of space and 

time, but her particular chapter on the physical mementos of the past as seen in the 

auction block in conjunction with the previous article help to inform the complex 

workings that shape how physical objects are inscribed with etchings of a racial past and 

transformative property that influences the present. 

 Though McKittrick primarily works with African American sites of violence and 

conceptualizes space time collapses with these notions in mind, I turn this towards 

Mexican American curanderismo by speaking to the nature of curanderismo services as 

they stand now. The objects that I have mentioned in the paragraph before are all 

typically coded as Mexican or Latin American – their inscriptions, prayers, and names 

are almost always Spanish and require a trip to a specialized grocery store or botanica to 

purchase. Veladoras, or religious candles with images of folk or official saints, are 

venerated for their use in curanderismo and home altars to promote the patron’s desired 

effect. Though some items are easily available for purchase in chain grocers for those 
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who cannot locate or afford the trips to these sites, I wish to consider the racial identity 

that these objects hold within.  

Methodology  

 I primarily utilize autoethnography as my methodology as I apprenticed under 

Esparanza after being introduced into the world of curanderismo by her mother, Virginia. 

My selection of Esparanza’s shop comes from my curiosity over the contrast of 

perceptions tangled with the image and name of Santa Muerte and how this influenced 

Esparanza’s personal life and business. I understand that my unique position as 

apprentice granted me a quiet observatory role from a vantage point that not many 

researchers may have access to – Esparanza welcomed open discussions between us and I 

was allowed freedom to transgress boundaries between ritual, consultation, and lobby 

spaces of both shops as well as extended hours to navigate within each place. In the 

following passages, I will utilize thick descriptions in order to help my audience mentally 

envision the shop through their mind’s eye and allow them to tap into the immaterial 

realm as best as possible through use of mental imagery. By guiding my readers in this 

manner, I aim to intermingle the material descriptions of the yerberia with the mental 

projection my audience conjures in order to best allow them to envision Santa Muerte’s 

presence through transgressions of imaginal borderlands.  

Street Sounds, Creaky Doors –Arrival  

  You are sitting on the lumpy brown couch within the unnamed shop, carefully 

adjusting your body to avoid any loose springs within the cushions. You hear the 

curandera’s voice call out “¿Quién sigue?” as she appears in the narrow doorway of the 
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consultation room. Your feet lift you from that dusty couch and in ten steps you’ve 

passed the threshold into a much larger, open space hidden behind the waiting area. The 

smell of copal and rose oil touches your senses as your eyes adjust to the dimly lit room 

of concrete illuminated by the sunlight from the opposite end of the room. You’re 

directed to sit on the folding chair across from her at this cluttered card table. Albarca, 

cinnamon, sage, virgin olive oil from the grocery store (you probably have that very 

brand in your pantry), lemons, and a carton of eggs lay in front of you. She picks up a 

cigarette, asks if you mind, lights it, and proceeds to pleasantries as she wonders what 

brings you in today. Just before you begin, you twist your body and see over your left 

shoulder the elaborately decorated altar dedicated to Santa Muerte that takes up almost 

the entire wall behind you.  

 This altar contains multiple statuettes and images of the Bony Lady. You are 

keenly aware of her owl, her scythe, the fragrant apple offerings and tequila shots lined 

among the many shelved altar. At once you are reminded that this is a spiritual space and 

Santa Muerte is the one presiding over your visit just as much as the curandera is. 

Esparanza, the owner of the shop, takes care to remind you though that her saint works 

beneath God as he is the most powerful force and that only through Him all things are 

possible. She sits between a photo of Jesus Christ and a smaller ceramic Santa Muerte as 

she says this, one above each shoulder.  

The space is mixed with these entities as well as the artifacts of the curandera’s 

trade. To dismiss the presence of the saint is to cut the primary cord that ties the 

practitioner to the rituals they perform for their clients. Brenda Sendejo’s Methodologies 
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of the Spirit discusses an instance in which her body felt the nostalgia and familiarity of 

the church while on her trips in Mexico, and the desire she felt that begged her to enter 

the space. She questions the binary between researcher and informant that clashes within 

her own body as she asks, “what would [the researcher] conclude from her … 

examination of the symbolic action behind [her] understanding of the Guadalupe story, 

her use of a home altar”. (Sendejo 89) This question gleams at the understanding that as 

researchers, one cannot separate the spirit (in her instance, Guadalupe) from the home 

and physical practice of creating an altar to honor this entity. The two are tied and bound 

together and it is through the body of the curandera that meaning can be transferred into 

rituals and cleansings.  

Gender, Race, and Comparisons to Guadalupe 

Sendejo’s connections between her personal ties to the Virgen de Guadalupe and 

her body as an academic lead to an interesting conversational link between Esparanza and 

Santa Muerte. The two women invoke these two classic and powerful spiritual entities as 

markers of their culture and homes that impact their lives today. Santa Muerte and 

Guadalupe are both icons that have been heavily explored in relation to each other as the 

Virgen de Guadalupe’s appearance to Juan Diego in 1531 occurred during the century 

and a half that Santa Muerte disappeared off historical records. Dr. Andrew Chestnut 

explains in the opening of his second chapter in Devoted to Death: Santa Muerte the 

Skeletal Saint that his initial interest was to set the Grim Reapress Santa Muerte as the 

anthesis to the virginal Guadalupe. He explains that the female skeletal saint’s popularity 
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in the Americas can only be rivaled by one other female figure – the mestiza Virgen de 

Guadalupe.  

In bringing Guadalupe’s racial makeup into the conversation, Chestnut allows 

room to examine what it means to strip the skeletal saint of her very flesh and, in 

extension, any physical characteristics that would mark her body racially. Though she is a 

Latinx cultural icon that roots herself in Catholicism and a mixture of South American 

belief systems, Santa Muerte’s bare body does not allow the outsider to investigate her 

hair, face, or skin color.  Whereas Guadalupe’s mestiza appearance signals the hybrid 

culture that has emerged through colonial conquest of the region, Santa Muerte’s power 

falls entirely on the perceptual association her figure has with the culture itself.  

Esparanza would remark in an interview that in her thoughts and dreams, Santa 

Muerte’s physical body was of a lighter skinned woman with ink black hair and dark eyes 

which are all similar to the appearance of the Guadalupe. Bridging their similarities 

closer, Chestnut details in his chapter that devotees of Santa Muerte and the Virgen de 

Guadalupe both decorate their altars with white roses as they are the favorites of both of 

the saints – he asks, “if the brown skinned mestiza Virgin adores white roses, why 

wouldn’t the saintly White Girl?”18 The white rose is centrally envisioned as the symbol 

of the Virgin, but in regards to power, gender, and popularity, Santa Muerte and the 

Virgin remain closely matched.  

It is common for a curandera to identify as female; my field research noted that I 

had met six female curanderas and had only heard of one male curandero in the lower Rio 

                                                
18 Chestnut, Andrew. Devoted to Death. 
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Grande Valley. The significant lack of visibility for many male presenting practitioners is 

a result of many different influences from the community. In listening to the voices of 

those who had recently been to a curandera (or heard of a trip from a family member), 

many indicated the practitioner was a female and that entering the intimate space of a 

woman healer felt safer. When asked if there had been a male curandero visited in their 

past, only four individuals stated they had gone to the very same man located in Donna, 

TX but had heard he had recently passed away with no apprentice to take after him.   

Further study into the complex gender identification would ideally incorporate 

sexuality and queer studies to complicate the notion of the asexual and virginal bodies of 

female saints. Discussions of the skeletal saint require further analysis on the removal of 

the flesh from her bones and the maintenance of her gender as female as well as the 

inherent power that is necessitated to remain the central figure that stands alongside the 

Virgen de Guadalupe. This analysis will be explored further in chapter three of this thesis 

and will include Esparanza’s relationship to Santa Muerte in order to discuss the 

dichotomy of female power in Mexican-American culture and perception.  

Ritual Encounters and Literature Review 

 “Go to the CVS, the Walgreens, wherever… you can even go to the Dollar Store, 

just pick up a bag of cotton balls and two bottles of that rubbing alcohol. Make sure it’s 

90% alcohol, or the cleansing won’t be as effective. Bring it over here to me, then you 

will see yourself how the smoke tunnels in this room with no air!” 

 This is the snippet of conversation I listen in on as Esparanza directs a customer 

to bring the supplies for her fire cleansing. In this brief moment, I visualize the patron as 
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they drive their bodies to a nearby store and pick up the requested objects in preparation 

for the cleansing ceremony. This instance then extends the reach of the yerberia and 

expands the space’s influence by requiring the patron to pick up seemingly “ordinary” 

and accessible items from outside of the shop in order to fulfill the curandera’s cleansing 

of their spirits. By bringing back the requested objects Esparanza then takes them and 

transforms them into items endowed with mysticism. The patron is then relying on 

Esparanza’s situated knowledge as a practitioner of curanderismo in order to perform the 

ritual.  

 It’s important to note that the accessibility of the items is quite an integral feature 

of this type of folk medicine. In typical scripts, an individual reports to a medical space 

and is prescribed medications if needed or referred out to specialists if the general 

practitioner is unable to address the concern of the patient. In contrast, curanderas make 

use of items that are often available for patrons who are on a tight budget and unable to 

afford insurance policies that may decrease the cost of these visits or medications. By 

examining this, notions of class privilege emerge underneath this type of instruction; 

patrons of Esparanza are often given “freebies” by way of her writing down teas and 

herbal baths they can take home and do for “in-between” cleansings. She often ensures 

that the individuals are able to find the items and offers cheaper alternatives if they are 

worried about prices. It’s not unusual to see her share her knowledge of candle magic as 

she will also prescribe the best candles to purchase to increase the efficacy of the rituals 

that the individual may have asked to her perform on their behalf. 

Situated Knowledges and Enactments 
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 Once the items have been collected and given to Esparanza, she is able to cleanse 

them and begin her work. Though most limpias are done out of Esparanza’s own pocket 

by ways of her procuring the black hens and eggs, the patron’s act of involving 

themselves and enacting agency over their own services serves to help immerse their 

minds and energies into the cleansing. Though they have paid her in order to request 

access to her knowledges, the process begins with their ability to let down their mental 

guards and engage with the curandera herself. Where a doctor may call their patrons in 

for a check-up in X amount of weeks, Esparanza’s directions to purchase their own 

products to use keeps them involved with their healing and allows for a sense of 

responsibility on their behalf.  

 Esparanza’s desire to maintain contact at all stages with the individual as well as 

her imparting of knowledge leads us then to her specific embodiment of the folk healing 

practice itself. Donna Haraway’s Situated Knowledges discusses the ways in which 

academics and scientists engage with the question of objectivity. She encourages the 

acceptance of partial perspectives from actors across the metaphorical stage that combine 

multiple intersections of race, class, gender, and background in order to extend and flesh 

the world of knowledges for the benefit of the community as a whole. In this sense, 

Esparanza’s knowledge as practitioner may be ruled out as an argument for bias within 

medicine as she holds a personal connection to Santa Muerte as opposed to a “clean” 

objective stance. As Haraway argues,  

“Situated knowledges require that the object of a knowledge be pictured as an 

actor and an agent, not as a screen or a ground or a resource, never finally as slave 
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to the master … and his authorship of “objective” knowledge… actors come in 

wonderful forms. Accounts of a “real” world do not, then, depend on a logic of 

“discovery” but on a power-charged social relation of “conversation”.19 

With this in mind, Esparanza’s body becomes not just a resource to be accessed by her 

clients, but also an actor that involves the individual in their healing by directing them to 

purchase items, calling them to check their progress often, and openly conversing with 

them to impart useful advice. 

Taking this a little further, this same logic can be also applied towards Santa 

Muerte as an immaterial actor in the botanica’s very real space. Again, Haraway points 

out the way in which the “world” encountered in knowledge projects is itself an active 

entity20 – so, as Santa Muerte occupies the shop and drives the curandera’s prayers, then 

her presence within the “world” of the shop becomes an active being. The yerberia is 

designated as Santa Muerte’s in that one enters the space seeking spiritual intervention 

from the curandera through the aid of the saint and various ceremonies. The customer, for 

the most part, is entering the yerberia for these purposes exactly and understands that 

they are petitioning the curandera to invoke blessings into their lives.  

A clinic space is designated as such due to the presence of Western doctors and 

medical instruments that would aid in the practice’s goals of treating patients. The space 

is rewritten as the expectations of care change for the individuals seeking treatment; in 

example, one would not frequent a medical clinic if they were asking for help with their 

                                                
19  Haraway, D. Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 
Perspective Feminist Studies. 1988. Vol 14(3): 575-599. 
20 ibid. 
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love lives. Though the clinicians may be expected to understand their community’s 

culture and religious beliefs to an extent, they are not required to attend to these needs in 

addressing their patient’s health. Where Esparanza would require the patient to leave a 

phone number so that she may reach out to them to check on their progress often, many 

medical practices will schedule a follow-up appointment weeks in advance to discuss any 

changes then. The active being residing in the Western biomedical clinic then becomes 

the medical tools at the disposal of the doctors and nurses rather than Santa Muerte.  

During an interview, Esparanza explained that Santa Muerte’s influence on her 

practice gave her the ability to speak and understand the Spanish language through 

conversations with the saint. Before this, Esparanza had no understanding of the 

language. An article by Sthaneshwar Timalsina on spiritual healing practices in India 

(namely, Tantric practices) explores the possibilities of writing culture on physical bodies 

is useful in discussing the ways in which an immaterial cultural trait can be performed 

through the body of Esparanza. Through her own admittance, she had no prior knowledge 

of how to understand the Spanish language until Santa Muerte began speaking to her in it. 

In the above quote, she also points to how Santa Muerte “of course spoke Spanish, why 

wouldn’t she?”, indicative of the saint’s cultural significance in Mexican-American 

households. “Cultures are written upon the canvas of the body. It is through the medium 

of the body that cultures speak… the speech act of uttering mantras and their ritual 

application is an instrument that binds the mental and the physical.”21 Thus, by 

communicating the words of the saint through her own body as conduit, Esparanza is 
                                                
21 Sthaneshwar Timalsina; Body, Self, and Healing in Tantric Ritual Paradigm. J Hindu Studies 2012; 5 
(1): 30-52. doi: 10.1093/jhs/his015.  
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reconstituting cultural knowledges through the act of speaking the language that she is 

not familiar with.  

Continuing with this connection between language and the body, Timalsina 

elaborates on the use of the mantra as a “bridge between the self and the flesh” that 

creates a link between two bodies – one aging and ailing and the other Envisioned as 

perfect and projecting treatment to the other. By comparing Santa Muerte to the 

Envisioned and Esparanza/the client to the ailing, the Spanish prayers then become an 

incarnate bridge that reproduces the culture as well as empowers the ritual with perceived 

authority. Esparanza’s initial recollection then transcends the limits of acquired 

knowledge (in this case, language and healing) by attributing them to Santa Muerte’s 

calling to Esparanza. Esparanza then merely acts as conduit within the larger scope of 

cultural transmissions.  

The Extension of Space Beyond the Yerberia  

  At this moment, I would like to address the maps that were mentioned at the 

opening of this chapter, seen in Figure 4 and 5. After I had prepared my own memory 

map of the botanica, I called Esparanza and asked her to repeat the same exercise while 

she was in her apartment. I told her it was important to do this drawing while she was not 

at the yerberia in order to provide the best results as this was an exercise of memory. 

After she struggled to start, she sent me the image and I asked her where she had started 

her sketch; interestingly enough, where her map began with the consultation space and 

the large altar in the back, my own had placed emphasis on the lobby area and cash 

register first. Looking at the two side by side, I can see that our “views” of the same place 
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carry a few differences – hers is far more developed and detailed in the ritual space while 

mine is able to recall smaller details of the front area.  

 As an apprentice who travels between spaces quite frequently, I recall that I 

primarily handle customer relations regarding the purchases of goods that are readily 

available and packaged up front by the couch and register. Esparanza, on the other hand, 

spends most of her time seated at her card table and preparing candles or eggs in the back 

consultation space just beyond Santa Muerte’s threshold. At the time of writing, 

Esparanza’s shop only houses one metal shelf of veladoras and packages of incense and 

dried herbs that she has bought off of the same merchant that visits her mother next door. 

Though the material goods to be sold within the Yerberia de Santa Muerte are the same 

found within the Yerberia de Santo Nino de Atocha run by Esparanza’s mother next door, 

fewer clients will be likely to purchase the items unless pressed upon by the curandera’s 

advice. Fewer will enter our beaten door seeking herb packets or candles – they will be 

more likely to find themselves entering the space next door. The relative and imagined 

safety of Santo Nino’s name and reputation mean that they will not feel guilty for 

purchasing goods “from” Santa Muerte, the saint of vengeance and death.  

 In this chapter, the Yerberia de Santa Muerte’s four walls and cement floor served 

as the primary tool in which to ground our understanding of the exchanges – both 

immaterial and not – that occur within the nepantlerious space. This type of tumultuous 

energy found within the cement fuels the drive behind the curandera’s eyes to affect and 

heal her patients while simultaneously fighting Santa Muerte’s reputation on the streets 

and within her home. Enmeshing her ritual space, living quarters, and body as a tool to be 
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conduit between the spiritual realm and the material animates the cyborg curandera’s 

vestiges as she works hard for her community’s well-being.  
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Chapter 3: Circumstantial Creatures: Accepting Help Where You Are 

Willing 

 In the previous chapter, the contact zone between saint and curandera was 

investigated as an intangible space of transformation and transmutation within the four 

walls of the botanica. As the theme of these past two chapters has been to situate one 

body or structure against another in order to best investigate the similarities of each, I 

move on to address the reigning Queen of Mexico – la Virgen de Guadalupe.  

 From the onset, la Virgen de Guadalupe never appealed to me as an apprentice. I 

remember during my ritual blessings being asked which saint I thought would adopt me 

into their guidance, which was I drawn to or had I seen in my dreams? She was beautiful 

and powerful, her sweetly bowed head gentle as she stood upon the back of the moon that 

I loved so much. Since Esparanza’s mother was the one who accepted me as an 

apprentice initially, I always felt I would be drawn to Santo Nino de Atocha. As time 

progressed however I admit I had never seen any signs or visions of the child that would 

symbolize my adoption into his folds; instead, the more time I spent with Esparanza the 

more I felt at ease under the Bony Lady’s gaze. One night as I lay dreaming, I woke with 

a sudden urgency to see what appeared as a dark form by the edge of my bed with a 

glimmering half-moon above them. Though my glasses were off and I had startled 

quickly, I didn’t feel unsafe as I watched the figure dissolve into open space. The next 

morning, Esparanza clapped my back and laughed – “you’ve seen her and she likes you!” 

I hadn’t spoken a word just yet, but I felt I didn’t need to. I had found my saint. 
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 La Virgen de Guadalupe and Santa Muerte, at first glance, appear as polar 

opposites and rivals within Mexican American culture and religious circles. As Dr. 

Andrew Chestnut pointed out in his book Devoted to Death: Santa Muerte the Skeletal 

Saint, a look at the literature surrounding these two has primarily leaned towards 

Guadalupe as the Queen of Mexico and the “acceptable” saint to praise in popular culture 

for her domesticity, grace, and benevolence while Santa Muerte’s social media painting 

has drawn her closer to the dark side of vengeance and brutality. Though they appear 

differently to the general public, Dr. Chestnut points out that members of the community 

often feel a type of communion with Santa Muerte that they do not with Guadalupe in 

that she is “a cabrona like us.” 

 It would appear then that this dichotomy and distance that occurs between the two 

saints sets forth ample grounds to discuss the themes of this chapter – gender, identity, 

and reputation/perception within the community. In speaking on these, I have situated 

Esparanza’s lived experience with Santa Muerte as well as the community’s reaction to 

two statuettes of the skeletal saint as I lead into a further analysis of the roles each female 

saint plays within the lower Rio Grande Valley. By looking at these, the question of what 

constitutes an “acceptable” saint will be drawn upon as it relates to an individual’s 

experience (Esparanza) and the community’s beliefs.  

Esparanza’s Origins, Pt. I 

 In the beginning of the interview, Esparanza states her full name for the camera 

and her current age – she is a forty-five-year-old woman residing in a two-bedroom 

apartment located in Harlingen, Texas and has been practicing curanderismo off and on 
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since she was fifteen years old. She smiles and easily addresses the camera crew as if 

she’d known them all her life. She explains that the “gift” of healing has always been 

with her family as those blessed with this ability trace many generations back. The gift 

typically skips a generation or so (depending on who you ask), and Esparanza explains 

that she was an exception to this rule as her mother also was gifted and practiced next 

door to her as a curandera as well.  

 She states that her first interaction with Santa Muerte came at a very young age. 

She was quietly lying in bed as a child and saw a figure by the edge of her bed. She states 

that she always felt drawn to the Bony Lady and felt an instant connection from the 

moment she laid eyes on her as a young child. This feeling would last through out her life 

as she uncovered her gift for healing others and predicting the future; when she was a 

teenager, she said her friends would come to her because she would be able to foresee 

things that had not happened yet. She explains that she felt that Santa Muerte was guiding 

her as she grew into a young adult and credits her for “showing” her what would come to 

pass; one of the most interesting moments of this happening would occur as she had just 

turned twenty years old.  

In her memory, Santa Muerte came to her in visions and spoke only in Spanish 

though Esparanza did not understand the language. This mental projection of the Saint is 

the primary reason that Esparanza recalls learning the language; the deity only spoke to 

her in Spanish and thus she learned how to understand it and use it to prayer for her 

clients as a young woman. She reassures the documentary crew that her mother will tell 

you that she didn’t know what she was saying or what she was doing, but Santa Muerte’s 
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compassion guided her tongue and her body. It is through this practice that Esparanza 

says she heals her patients to this very day – Santa Muerte speaks to her and her prayers 

are unique to the patient currently being worked on. 

When asked about the Virgen de Guadalupe, Esparanza begins speaking about the 

ways in which the hierarchy is split – there is God above all, then there are the official 

saints and the people’s saints. There should be no confusion though, the officially 

ordained and folk saints that people practice under should all lie on the same plane. “Who 

says that one is better than any other? Who says that Santa Muerte should be below la 

Virgen?” asks Esparanza as she becomes increasingly animated in her gesturing during 

the interview. “They all do God’s work – if you put Him first and foremost, then they all 

work alongside His power. None is better than the other. She is not bad, she is what 

people make her.”  

A Cabrona Like Us–Santa Muerte’s Influence and Emergence 

 Though often mistaken as somewhat of a recent creation, Santa Muerte’s origins 

arrive as a mixture of mythical and historical reality. Upon looking at her statuette in the 

Yerberia de Santa Muerte, her uncanny likeness to the Grim Reaper is often the first thing 

many will notice. Her pre-Columbian birthplace is crafted as a combination of mythical 

nationalism and indigenous conquest as the most common narrative of her origins remake 

her body as an Aztec goddess and a powerful curandera who ruled the underworld 

(Mictlan) by the name of Mictecacihuatl. Much like popular depictions of the White Lady 

of today, Mictecacihuatl and her husband Mictlantecuhtli were often shown as skeletal 

bodies. Another popular creation myth stems from the town of Santa Ana Chapitiro as a 
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beautiful woman born fully grown with chestnut colored hair and light skin. She was 

often locked inside for fear of being stolen away by Spaniards and reportedly broke free 

from her home to spend the nights wandering the streets. Fearful community members 

had the woman arrested and she was tried for witchcraft and burned at the stake where 

only her untouched skeleton remained – from here, the name Most Holy Death was given 

to the skeletal remains. 

 Diverging from these oral narratives of her creation, scholars have researched her 

timeline of events extensively in order to help chart a better understanding of her 

emergence and influence within their borders. A Mexican anthropologist by the name of 

Katia Peridigón Castañeda presents that the current concept of death as understood in the 

reflection and icon of Santa Muerte appears to be closely related to Judeo-Christian 

Catholicism.22 More specifically, the familiar representation of the skeletal form of the 

Grim Reaper appears from the early records of the bubonic plague that swept across 

medieval Europe  and increased the familiarity and visibility of corpses and decay. Thus, 

the Catholic rendition of the Grim Reaper would then be viewed through the indigenous 

community’s cultural lenses and repersonified as a female skeletal saint. Specific 

references to Santa Muerte appear in the Spanish records around 1790, with stories of 

masses devoted to the Just Judge (another nickname given to Santa Muerte at the time 

indicating a fusion of Christ and the Grim Reaper) and the destruction of such sites of 

devotion by the Spanish inquisition.  

                                                
22 Perdigón Castañeda, Katia. 2008. La santa muerte, protectora de los hombres. México, D.F: Instituto 
Nacional de Antropología e Historia. 
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 As the destruction of the sites and prohibition of worship towards Santa Muerte 

grew increasingly violent, veneration of the folk saint burrowed itself deeper into the 

underground circuits of Mexico. At this time, one marks a disappearance of Santa Muerte 

almost entirely from Mexican historical record for a length of one hundred and fifty years 

until her re-emergence in the 1940s as the powerful red Lady of Love rather than her 

prior incarnation of desolate death. It’s here that I push readers to recall that Santa 

Muerte, though commonly known for the black and negative aspect of her power, is often 

noted as the most powerful folk saint recognized due to her neutrality in moral situations 

and the indifference she is perceived to have in matters that many other saints are thought 

to be against or unhelpful in. This identity based power regarding her nonjudgmental 

tactics allows devotees to feel senses of kinship seen in their monikers of “la Madrina”, 

“Cabrona”, “la Niña Bonita”, and “la Hermana Blanca”.  

Esparanza often interchanged the nicknames she used for her and I felt a sense of 

familiarity as she endearingly referred to Santa Muerte the most as “mi flaquita”. During 

our conversations, Esparanza was sure to remind me that Santa Muerte’s favored votive 

candle appeared as seven colors to encompass all aspects of her power and beauty – 

brown, red, yellow/gold, green, blue, white, and black. The insistence stems from the 

commonality to mistake Santa Muerte as simply a saint for the persecuted in jail or the 

safe travels of narcotic drug cartel members as they commit illegal actions. As you will 

see in the next section, one statue placed at the heart of a San Benito cemetery sparked 

debate and heated emotions within the lower Rio Grande Valley and sets the stage to 
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follow with an analysis of the differing views on acceptability between Santa Muerte and  

la Virgen de Guadalupe.  

The San Benito Incident—Muerte Week’s Impact on Spaces and Minds 

 In January 2013, a statue appeared in the middle of the San Benito city cemetery. 

This statue, reported by two anonymous women, measured three feet high and carried a 

scythe in one hand and a bronze globe in the other. It was placed close to a tree near a 

path that cut through the cemetery but had been moved by the second day of its 

inhabiting the grounds to sit directly under said tree. The statue of Santa Muerte 

immediately created a fuss that would fuel a week long debate between two experts on 

the purpose of the item, its cultural implications, subconscious fears, and local opinions 

on respect, prayer, and physical location. 

 Today, Esparanza is the only public practitioner of Santa Muerte located in the 

lower Rio Grande Valley. She speaks on the San Benito people’s concerns within her 

interview. The incident mentioned above drew out the negative perceptions that the 

community had attached to the Bony Lady, and Esparanza acknowledged that these 

perceptions transgressed the saint and had begun applying to her own body. She says, 

“my father he didn’t understand why I would love Santa Muerte so much…he said, ‘why 

death? She comes and takes your friends, family members away’ and it caused so much 

tension between my mother, father, and I.” She explains that she has agreed to conduct 

the interview initially to dispel the public’s view of Santa Muerte to promote how good 

she truly can be. If we are to take the town of San Benito’s actions and heated newspaper 

headlines surrounding the incident as any indication, then it is worth observing this case 
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study closer to calculate the specific details about Santa Muerte that people found 

unnerving. 

 To start, the original news article (dated January 25, 2013) that appeared in San 

Benito Newspaper describes the statue and how the two women who reported it described 

their feelings towards it. “First of all, a statue like this shouldn’t be placed at a city 

cemetery… I don’t have anything against people that worship the statue, just not here… 

it’s disrespectful to our loved ones.”23 The idea that a saint associated with death and 

physically embodying a likeness to the Grim Reaper is not welcome in a cemetery where 

loved ones are laid to rest is perplexing. The second witness agreed with this sentiment 

and expanded upon it by stating that she was not afraid of the statue and she was not 

bothered by it because she was “into a lot of prayer” and described the surrounding 

community as being predominately Catholic. She echoes the thought that the placement 

of the statue on the public grounds of the cemetery was disrespectful and would 

potentially anger the rest of the city.  

 Initially, the article sought the advice of a local expert anthropologist on 

analyzing the statue’s ominous placement. Dr. Antonio N. Zavaleta proposed his theory – 

the statue was “probably a spell to harm or kill someone”. At the time of his comment, 

Dr. Zavaleta had only viewed snapshots of the statue sent to him and proclaimed that a 

paper tag tied to the scythe had symbolized that the Muerte had claimed a life. Though 

the city Mayor had claimed to be investigating the placement of the statue in order to 

figure out if it belonged on a family’s burial plot (and if not, then orders to be removed 

                                                
23 Jimenez, Francisco. Occult Expert: Santa Muerte Statue at cemetery designed to kill. 2013. 
<http://sbnewspaper.com/2013/01/18/occult-expert-santa-muerte-statue-at-cemetery-designed-to-kill/> 
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would be carried out only after the public requested it),  the speculation that the statue 

carried such a deadly meaning shot through the community and sent in waves of angered 

complaints.  

Dr. Zavaleta’s proclaimed expertise on the matter extended to an impromptu 

analysis of the symbols carved into the figure itself. The owl that perched by the statue’s 

feet was given over to the negative meaning of the bird as the lechuza (evil spirits of 

women transformed into owls) and was said to be a “clear indication of brujeria” 

furthering his claim that the statue was malicious. After recommending that the statue be 

burned in order to dispel any evil incantation associated with it, Dr. Zavaleta explained 

that Santa Muerte was not a saint and that the following had only recently gained traction 

since the 1980s.  

Discussing the placement of the statue near an easily accessible path across the 

cemetery, Zavaleta was quoted as saying, “you want it to be hidden; you don’t want it to 

be found out. They do their best not to be found out.”24  Recalling the disrespect that the 

woman who reported the Santa Muerte felt, Zavaleta’s quote further displaces the figure 

of Holy Death from the center off to the margins of acceptability. Already, the tolerance 

of Santa Muerte is tested; she is symbolic of Death, yet she is unwelcome in a cemetery 

because her presence is deemed unfit. What was to follow was a series of back and forth 

commentaries between Dr. Andrew Chestnut and Dr. Zavaleta, each approaching the 

situation with differing views and background knowledges of the subject at hand; the 

                                                
24 Jimenez, Francisco. Occult Expert: Santa Muerte Statue at cemetery designed to kill. 2013. 
<http://sbnewspaper.com/2013/01/18/occult-expert-santa-muerte-statue-at-cemetery-designed-to-kill/> 
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week swelled with community agitation regarding the prompt removal of the statue, 

fueled a face to face debate between the two experts, and exploded with the destruction of 

the Santa Muerte by an unknown body before the scheduled removal date. Even with the 

figure broken down, Dr. Zavaleta still believed the malicious curse that the statue 

embodied was still in place since it had not been burned, and anxieties slowly died down.  

Symbolic Interpretations of the Statuette  

 Dr. Zavaleta’s second hand commentary on the statue sparked a variety of 

responses from the community. Many individuals were upset with his misinterpretation 

of the owl as only being a lechuza or malicious omen associated with witchcraft and 

negative spellcasting. Dr. Andrew Chestnut’s book Devoted to Death addresses the 

symbology of the owl by describing the multitude of ways it could be interpreted within 

Mexican-American culture as primarily being associated with wisdom. In his book, he 

explains that many observers across both American and Mexican cultures associated the 

owl perched at the saint’s feet as being the “wise old owl”. For many, the connection felt 

obvious, which helps outside readers to understand why Zavaleta’s comments were 

upsetting.25 

 When it comes to Santa Muerte’s visual representations that involve owls, there 

are a multitude of suggestions for why she’s taken a liking to this bird in particular. The 

most popular explanation is threefold according to Tomás Prower’s book “La Santa 

Muerte” – the owl is a nocturnal bird that can see quite well in the dark and thus is able to 

work in the night unseen (just as Death does), it has a cross cultural recognition as a 
                                                
25 Chesnut, R. Andrew. 2012. Devoted to death: Santa muerte, the skeleton saint. New York: Oxford 
University. 
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symbol of academic knowledge, and in Mexican culture it is predominately associated 

with death.26 Both Prower and Chestnut indicate that Mictlantecuhtli, the lord of the 

underworld, is often depicted wearing a headdress of tecolote (Nahuatl for owl) feathers. 

With this, the little bird’s body contains rich cultural ties – as one of wisdom to help 

devotees seek the power of good judgment and as an omen associated with the Aztec lord 

of the underworld and death.  

The screeches of the owl typically brought to mind the old Mexican proverb – 

“when the owl cries, an Indian dies.” On quiet nights, Esparanza recalls the warning 

many Latinx mothers departed upon their children – “don’t whistle at night or the 

lechuzas will come get you!” She remembers the soft songs emanating from the barn owl 

that sits above head perched on a street light, the whistling signaling the arrival of the 

“bad witches” come to wreak havoc on their intended targets. Dr. Zavaleta’s hasty 

attribution of the owl to these stories is not quite so misguided as initially expected as 

these are the most immediate memories that are brought forth when Esparanza is asked 

about interpreting owls in everyday life.  

“You know, that’s what they think of the little birds – they’re evil brujas (witches) 

in disguise, whistling to get you to turn and face them so they can claw your eyes 

out. But Santa Muerte, she loves the little owl! It’s for wisdom and a messenger 

of la otro lado, the Other Side.”27  

Transforming the arrival of the common barn owl to a symbol of the afterlife, Esparanza 

reminds us that its feathers hold secrets and a multitude of meanings that the Latinx 
                                                
26 Prower, Tomas. La Santa Muerte. 2015. 
27 Esparanza Interview 
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community holds dear. To collapse these symbolically caring gestures of cautionary 

stories passed from one generation to the next into only one potential explanation of 

malicious intent is to disregard the culture’s hybridity and complexity almost entirely.    

Acceptable Saints Under Certain Circumstances 

“I’m not scared of it, it doesn’t bother me at all because I’m into a lot of prayer,” 

Sarah said while motioning to the statue. “It doesn’t faze me, but it is still being 

disrespectful to these people. I’m pretty sure that most of the people who are here 

are Catholic. For someone to come and put that here is very disrespectful.”28  

The week of complaints and commentary cumulated in the physical destruction of 

Santa Muerte’s visage by an unknown individual after the city called for someone to 

claim the statue. The ultimate demolition of the figure resulted in the quieting of the 

community, though it revealed a sensitive spot regarding appropriate religious and 

spiritual practices. How was the figure of Holy Death unwelcome and disrespectful in a 

physical manifestation of burial, grieving, and the afterlife while the figures of various 

angels and Jesus Christ remained unperturbed by the commotion? By drawing attention 

and outrage to the statue, the two women reporting the figure (or any that would have 

done so) uncovered subconscious feelings generated by the week long argument – certain 

saints and deities were welcome, others were not as evidenced by the quote above. 

Sarah’s comments regarding the Santa Muerte as being disrespectful on the merit 

that the bodies in the graveyard were predominantly Catholic, we see a tension arise 

between religious backgrounds and cultural situation. She states she is not fearful of the 

                                                
28 Jimenez, Francisco. Occult Expert: Santa Muerte Statue at cemetery designed to kill. 2013. 
<http://sbnewspaper.com/2013/01/18/occult-expert-santa-muerte-statue-at-cemetery-designed-to-kill/> 
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statue as she is “into a lot of prayer” but yet is not immediately aware that the statue 

depicts its own holy figure that invokes spiritual rituals just as the Catholic patrons she 

mentions do. As stated before, Santa Muerte’s academic narrative arises from the 

commonality of death during the Black Plague and the author of the book Chestnut goes 

on to describe how one of the most vivid depictions of death was set in a cemeterys as 

Catholic clerics employed actors to enact the dance of death which would often be their 

last performance before they are claimed by the Grim Reaper. 29 Historically then, Holy 

Death has her roots stemming in majority from the very Catholic faith that Sarah believes 

would find offense to her placement in the cemetery, furthering the complication of 

exactly why she was not welcome in the space in which she presumably wields the most 

power – death. 

Impacts on the Curandera 

 As evidenced by the San Benito incident, Santa Muerte’s perception by the 

community as a whole is typically registered as negative. Throughout the years as Santa 

Muerte’s influences grew in Mexico and the United States, various organized religious 

officials denounced the folk saint and associated her with drug culture. Esparanza’s life 

has been riddled with her own troubles regarding her connections with Santa Muerte. She 

explains in an interview with Texas Folklife that her father constantly questioned her 

devotion to the saint and that it caused turmoil between herself and her parents. Often, the 

door to her shop will sit propped open and a potential client will enter the space 

requesting a card reading. However, upon recognizing the statue by the door as the Bony 
                                                
29  Chesnut, R. Andrew. 2012. Devoted to death: Santa muerte, the skeleton saint. New York: Oxford 
University. 
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Lady, these patrons will change their minds and escape the shop for various reasons such 

as a fear of upsetting God, their families, or simply not understanding the true 

background of the saint clearly.  

 This misunderstanding or fear then directly affects the shop’s revenue and 

Esparanza’s livelihood. At the time of research, she explains she works two jobs in order 

to pay her bills and keep a roof over her family’s head though her heart is in her spiritual 

business. She has suffered the loss of jobs, friends, and continually must reinforce that 

Santa Muerte is not evil to confused clients. When asked why she would follow the saint 

of narcotic culture and death, Esparanza elaborates on the blessings that Santa Muerte has 

provided and that her candle allows for seven colors, not just the black brujeria veladora 

she is commonly associated with. “She is only what people make her do. If people ask for 

bad from her, she gives it to them and if they pray for good she does that too. People 

forget that there’s a prayer from a real person behind her work all the time.”  

 She checks in with her customers often via telephone calls and text messages and 

comments that her husband often complains about this as he feels it cuts into their 

personal time. Where her mother attends strictly to her business hours, Esparanza freely 

gives her personal telephone number to clients working with her and invites them to call 

her at any time they are distressed – day or night as she feels that her work never truly 

stops because she invests herself deeply in their troubles. She assures her clients that their 

problems belong to her now, and that they should sleep well knowing that she has taken it 

upon herself to help them in any way she can at any time.  
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 By immersing herself day in and day out, Esparanza’s emotional and physical 

health take heavy tolls. Though lively and happy to speak to anyone who stops by, 

oftentimes she is seated and worrying about the bills, her clients, and her family. Where 

many botanicas designate a specific space within the shop for the commissioned works, 

Esparanza has needed to rent a three-bedroom apartment in order to conduct her practice 

in the comfort of her own home as many rituals require specific late night hours to be the 

most effective. In enmeshing her living space, family, and work lives all together under 

one roof, Esparanza’s work never truly ends and a balance between her clients and family 

often becomes a source of anxiety for the curandera.  

La Rosa Blanca—the Virgen de Guadalupe’s Impact  

 When it comes to scholarship regarding the Virgen de Guadalupe, there is no 

shortage of articles that examine her influences, her origins, and her status among 

Mexican American communities. Her emergence in the 1500s and her consistent 

presence across households in America is one that is not likely to disappear any time 

soon. Affectionately called the Queen of Mexico, her seafoam colored tunic and bowed 

head has become iconic as a symbol of grace, piety, and autonomous power.  

 Socorro Castańeda’s article “Our Lady of Guadalupe and the Politics of Cultural 

Interpretation” adeptly reviews a few primary lenses to investigating the Guadalupe myth 

– catholic apparitionist, historical, and chicana feminist literature and art. Of these 

approaches, she focuses on Jeanette Rodriguez and Virgilio Elizondo’s in depth analyses 

of the events that lead to Guadalupe’s birth and mainstream incorporation. By situating 

theological and academic inclinations towards unveiling the emergence of Guadalupe, 
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Castańeda’s article expands the traditional understanding of the mestiza queen as she 

appears in historical records as well as community altars which allows us to consider her 

place alongside the second Queen of Mexico – Santa Muerte. 

 The traditionally told story of the Miracle of la Virgen is cited to have occurred in 

December of 1531 in the city of Tenochtitlán. After the fall of the city to conquering 

Spanish soldiers, the people felt stripped of their diginity and self worth. From these 

wounds, a single miraculous hope appeared to Juan Diego in the form of a beautiful 

“cinnamon brown woman” adorned in a mantle as blue as the sky above. She asked Juan 

Diego to go to the bishop of “New Spain” and ask that he build a shrine in her name at 

the hill of Tepeyac. For days, the bishop turned away Juan Diego’s requests until a 

miracle was performed in the appearance of Castilian roses and the Lady’s image upon 

the tilma of Juan Diego. Once satisfied with this proof, the bishop had the shrine built for 

the Ever-Virgin Mother of God. This is the account that is generally the most recited and 

accepted, though interpreting the various symbols and historical records present provides 

different views of the creation myth.  

 Elizondo’s analysis of the Guadalupe story combines historical data with 

theological realities by paying close attention to the mestiza body of Guadalupe. His 

theory considers Guadalupe as the mother of the mestiza race and represents a mixing of 

the Christian and Aztec faiths of the time.30 Her emergence in 1531 after the takeover of 

the Mexican people provided fertile grounds for her benevolence to emerge as the 

epitome of a birth/resurrection narrative at a time with the rise of mulatto and mestizaje 

                                                
30 Elizondo, Virgilio P. 1997. Guadalupe, mother of the new creation. Maryknoll, N.Y: Orbis Books. 
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children born to parents of both cultures. Throughout the book, Elizondo relies on the 

memory of the community and the faithfulness of their devotion to Guadalupe’s creation 

to preserve her story for future generations.  

 Jeanette Rodriguez’s analysis interprets the effect la Virgen de Guadalupe has on 

Mexican American communities, namely the women. She discusses how religion used 

Guadalupe’s figure to marginalize women and inspire submissiveness in their natures so 

that they may fall under patriarchal rule in Catholic and Christian faiths. In this, the 

women of Rodriguez’s study found inspiration in her ever-forgiving embrace as she 

symbolizes piety and courageous strength as the Mother of God. The women find solace 

in her autonomy and utilize her duality to create multiplicities of identities that they can 

use to fight against the imposed structures of power set upon them. 

Duality and the Margins: Twin Saints Set Off Center 

 Two of the most common themes that appear when one compares Santa Muerte 

and la Virgen de Guadalupe are marginalization and duality. Andrew Chestnut writes his 

story of how he came to be intrigued by the Bony Lady in that he first considered the two 

to be polar opposites to one another. By comparing these two as opposites, we lose sight 

of the two reigning queens as inspiration for spiritual interventions and impacts on social 

structures in Mexican American homes. Though Santa Muerte appears as a “cabrona like 

us” and is relatable to the common masses as a tequila swigging spirit that enjoys the 

occasional cigarette, her power is only matched by Guadalupe in her position as the 

Mother of God (who may have her own powers over life and death.)  
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Santa Muerte’s worshippers appear at the margins, just as Dr. Zavaleta’s remarks 

on the San Benito incident show. Petitioning this saint necessitates the cover of darkness 

and secrecy while Guadalupe’s portraits are prominently displayed in homes across the 

United States. In terms of social perception, Guadalupe’s following enables individuals to 

practice during daylight hours and in public spaces without fear of judgment or 

harassment from those outside their fold.  If a statuette of the Virgen had been discovered 

decorating the cemetery, the two women who had reported the situation would have felt 

differently. The city only became outraged when Dr. Zavaleta had denounced the figure 

of Santa Muerte as being out to kill and the misconception that the saint could only foster 

negativity at the otherwise quiet cemetery.  

Just as Santa Muerte’s skeletal figure resides along the border of good and evil, 

Guadalupe’s prominence in the community as a generally acceptable saint under all 

circumstances also places her in a position of tense marginality in that she is 

simultaneously powerful yet demure. Her dual character mirrors that of Santa Muerte’s 

which sets her as a saint acceptable under tense circumstances as the neutral deity that 

can be utilized for healing or curses. Chestnut’s book delves into a comprehensive 

discussion in which he demonstrates how one Archbishop of Santa Muerte’s church 

(before the destruction of worship sites by the Mexican government) attempted to dress 

Santa Muerte in flesh in order to appeal her to the masses. David Romo had created a 

beautiful portrait and some merchandise that depicted Santa Muerte as a flesh-and-blood 

woman of pale beauty with dark hair and dark robes in an attempt to have the public 

accept her and see her as a saint apart from her narcotic and devious perceptions in 
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culture. Unfortunately, his attempt to redress the skeleton and remarket her failed as even 

within the church, patrons preferred the bony merchandise and continued to pray to the 

original.  
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Conclusion 

 Throughout this thesis, one question has been the central theme that has pervaded 

my work – what does healing in south Texas look like?  I have elaborated on the duality 

and power that lie within the uses of clinical care spaces and cultural systems of care 

located in the lower Rio Grande Valley to show the bodies of people who utilize both 

sites of care. These figures would be combining the advanced technologies that the 

modern bioclinic brings with centuries old epistemologies in order to create a hybrid 

fusion of healing practices that reflects the body of mestizaje culture.  

 Gloria Anzaldúa’s groundbreaking work in Borderlands speaks on the 

combinations of languages and cultures clashing in south Texas. Her work explores the 

various intersections of race, gender, and power in the daily lives of borderland 

inhabitants but does not speak to the blending that occurs between two cultures in 

religious and healthcare fields. This thesis takes up this challenge by specifically focusing 

on the bridges that emerge when the biomedical clinic and curandera’s world collide. By 

reimagining these separate spheres as allies that compliment one another beautifully, 

Anzaldúas crossroads symbolizes the potential that a cyborg curandera has to transform 

healing entirely. Donna Haraway’s sci-fi monster has continuously proven itself capable 

of continual transmutations in much the same way as Anzaldúa’s borderlands, and the 

inspiration behind my work’s whirring behemoth lies in the paws of the cyborg coyote of 

Sara Spurgeon.  

 The spiritual aspect of healthcare has struck close to my interests as an apprentice 

in curanderismo and as an academic scholar at the University of Texas at Austin. 
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Continually moved to action by a seething absence that begged attention, this thesis has 

announced the realities of saint-influenced care and its effects on both patrons and 

practitioners. Esparanza’s narrative has been particularly powerful to follow in that her 

body, mind, and family have all been touched by Santa Muerte’s skeletal fingers. 

Esparanza’s body acts as conduit for her patient’s well-being and her yerberia’s four 

walls do not limit the possibilities of her work as she has collapsed her home and private 

space in order to incorporate an additional ritual space to perform. Though her mother 

followed Santo Nino de Atocha, Esparanza’s break from following in her mother’s 

footsteps adds dimension to this project in that it interrupts the traditional pathways that 

speak to apprentices keeping the same saints as their mentors.  

 The analysis of space in this work serves multiple purposes. Firstly, it separates 

the concrete floor of the yerberia just as it ties it together by differentiating ritual, 

commercial, and consultation space. By looking over the two maps that myself and 

Esparanza drew, one sees how a person’s relationship to a space is highly personal and 

influenced by what is most important to their job at the yerberia. If one were to conduct 

the same experiment with doctors and nurses at any medical clinic, one would discover 

that doctors tend to have differing views of the same space than their employees due to 

the fact that they experience the space in different manners.  

 Mapping space and locating yerberias and clinics in the lower Rio Grande Valley 

also shows what surrounds each care site and what types of lengths one may need to go to 

in order to seek each service out. In Weslaco’s case, many little clinics dot the map 

provided and offer a variety of payment methods and doctors that an individual may find 
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easy access to. In the botanica’s case, only a few are labeled in Google Maps and the 

Yerberia de Santa Muerte relies heavily on the foot traffic that the next door botanica 

attracts due to its presence in the digital sphere.  

 By setting Guadalupe and Santa Muerte alongside one another, explorations into 

what deems each saint acceptable and under what circumstances are exposed within the 

community at large. It’s no doubt that gender plays a heavy influence in each figure’s 

power and how they are able to manifest their control over the hearts of the nation. While 

Guadalupe’s worship is acceptable and welcomed in most homes, Santa Muerte’s 

presence is condemned and deemed offensive – even in realms where she reigns supreme, 

as seen in the attack of her statue in San Benito’s cemetery. Both figures rule in areas of 

marginality and duality in that their bodies wield powers of life, death, courage, and 

benevolence. No one saint stands upon the back of another; instead, these two beings 

should be considered as the complimentary queens that they are. She explains to me that 

though devoting her life to Santa Muerte has brought its own problems, it has also 

rewarded her with a sense of connection, belonging, and deepened her love for Jesus 

Christ and God all together. 

 By setting these two figures alongside one another and investigating comparisons 

between realms of medical realities, this thesis has sought to create space for the fleshy 

construction of the ethereal cybruja. This is a concept that I wish to further investigate 

within the parameters of extensive doctoral research as this figure embodies the practices 

this paper has set into motion. By carving space to speak openly about the hybridity 
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developed within clinics and communities I have drawn attention to the important roles 

that each space holds alongside one another.  

Though there has been extensive research into the comparisons between medical 

and cultural sites, this work situates their respective knowledges as altruistic nations 

along a shared border. In further research, I will continue to flesh this spirit by 

incorporating expansive ethnographic details from the curandera community I practice in 

as well as additional portraits of various saints and their influences.  
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Figure 1: ABC MAP  

Figure 2. CDE MAP  
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Figure 3: Streetscape Views, Storefront 
 

 
Figure 4: Streetscape Views, Yerberia de Santa Muerte y Santo Niño de Atocha 
 

Figure 5: Welcome God Bless 
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Figure 6: Yerberia de Santa Muerte storefront 
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 Illustration 1: My Handdrawn Map 
 
 

 
Illustration 2: Esparanza’s Handdrawn Map 
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